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IntroductionIntroduction

A Structured ASIC falls between an FPGA A Structured ASIC falls between an FPGA 
and a Standard Celland a Standard Cell--based ASICbased ASIC

Structured Structured ASICASIC’’ss are used mainly for midare used mainly for mid--
volume level designsvolume level designs

The design task for structured The design task for structured ASICASIC’’ss is to is to 
map the circuit into a fixed arrangement of map the circuit into a fixed arrangement of 
known cellsknown cells

PropertiesProperties

Low NRE costLow NRE cost
–– Implementation engineering effortImplementation engineering effort
–– Mask tooling chargesMask tooling charges

High performanceHigh performance
Low power consumptionLow power consumption
Less ComplexLess Complex
–– Fewer layers to fabricateFewer layers to fabricate

Small marketing timeSmall marketing time
–– PrePre--made cell blocks available for placingmade cell blocks available for placing
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ArchitectureArchitecture
Two Main LevelsTwo Main Levels
–– Structured ElementsStructured Elements

Combinational and Combinational and 
sequential function sequential function 
blocksblocks
Can be a logical or Can be a logical or 
storage elementstorage element

–– Array of Structured Array of Structured 
ElementsElements

Uniform or nonUniform or non--uniform uniform 
array stylesarray styles
A fixed arrangement of A fixed arrangement of 
structured elementsstructured elements

Main Implementation StepsMain Implementation Steps

1.1. RTL DesignRTL Design
Register transfer level designRegister transfer level design

2.2. Logical synthesisLogical synthesis
Maps RTL into structured elementsMaps RTL into structured elements

3.3. Design for Test insertionDesign for Test insertion
Improves testability and fault coverageImproves testability and fault coverage

4.4. PlacementPlacement
Maps each structured element onto array elementsMaps each structured element onto array elements
Places each element into a fixed arrangementPlaces each element into a fixed arrangement
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Main Implementation StepsMain Implementation Steps

5.5. Physical synthesisPhysical synthesis
Improves the timing of the layoutImproves the timing of the layout
Optimizes the placement of each elementOptimizes the placement of each element

6.6. Clock synthesisClock synthesis
Distributes the clock network Distributes the clock network 
Minimizes the clock skew and delayMinimizes the clock skew and delay

7.7. RoutingRouting
Inserts the wiring between the elementsInserts the wiring between the elements

Implementation IssuesImplementation Issues

Logical synthesis, placement and routing Logical synthesis, placement and routing 
all depend on the target structure element all depend on the target structure element 
architecture and hence add more architecture and hence add more 
complexity to the design process.complexity to the design process.

The completeness of the target structured The completeness of the target structured 
ASIC library also affects what specifically ASIC library also affects what specifically 
can be implemented from the design.can be implemented from the design.
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Easy to DesignEasy to Design
Short Development TimeShort Development Time
Low NRE CostsLow NRE Costs
Design Size LimitedDesign Size Limited
Design Complexity Design Complexity 
LimitedLimited
Performance LimitedPerformance Limited
High Power ConsumptionHigh Power Consumption
High PerHigh Per--Unit CostUnit Cost

Difficult to DesignDifficult to Design
Long Development TimeLong Development Time
High NRE CostsHigh NRE Costs
Support Large DesignsSupport Large Designs
Support Complex Support Complex 
DesignsDesigns
High PerformanceHigh Performance
Low Power ConsumptionLow Power Consumption
Low PerLow Per--Unit Cost (at Unit Cost (at 
high volume)high volume)

FPGA Standard Cell ASICVs.

Structured ASIC’s Combine the Best of Both Worlds

Structured ASIC ArchitecturesStructured ASIC Architectures
FineFine--GrainedGrained

Structured elements Structured elements 
contain unconnected contain unconnected 
discrete componentsdiscrete components
Could include Could include 
transistors, resistors, transistors, resistors, 
and othersand others
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Structured ASIC ArchitecturesStructured ASIC Architectures
MediumMedium--GrainedGrained

Structured elements contain generic logicStructured elements contain generic logic
Could include gates, Could include gates, MUXMUX’’ss, , LUTLUT’’ss or flipor flip--flopsflops

Structured ASIC ArchitecturesStructured ASIC Architectures
HierarchicalHierarchical

Use mini structured elements that contain Use mini structured elements that contain 
only gates, only gates, MUXMUX’’ss, and , and LUTLUT’’ss
It does not contain storage elements like It does not contain storage elements like 
flipflip--flopsflops
This mini element is then combined with This mini element is then combined with 
registers or flipregisters or flip--flopsflops
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Architecture ComparisonArchitecture Comparison

FineFine--grained requires many connections in grained requires many connections in 
and out of a structured elementand out of a structured element
Higher granularities reduce connections to Higher granularities reduce connections to 
the structured element but decreases the the structured element but decreases the 
functionality it can supportfunctionality it can support
Clearly, each individual design will benefit Clearly, each individual design will benefit 
differently at varying granularitiesdifferently at varying granularities

Structured ASIC AdvantagesStructured ASIC Advantages

Largely PrefabricatedLargely Prefabricated
–– Components are Components are ““almostalmost””

connected in a variety of connected in a variety of 
predefined configurationspredefined configurations

–– Only a few metal layers Only a few metal layers 
are needed for fabricationare needed for fabrication

–– Drastically reduces Drastically reduces 
turnaround timeturnaround time

Pre-Routed Layer

Pre-Routed Layer

Pre-Routed Layer

Routing Layer

Routing Layer
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Structured ASIC AdvantagesStructured ASIC Advantages

Easier and faster to design than standard Easier and faster to design than standard 
cell cell ASICASIC’’ss
–– Multiple global and local clocks are Multiple global and local clocks are 

prefabricatedprefabricated
–– No skew problems that need to be addressedNo skew problems that need to be addressed
–– Signal integrity and timing issues are Signal integrity and timing issues are 

inherently addressedinherently addressed

Structured ASIC AdvantagesStructured ASIC Advantages

Capacity, performance, and power Capacity, performance, and power 
consumption closer to that of a standard consumption closer to that of a standard 
cell ASICcell ASIC
Faster design time, reduced NRE costs, Faster design time, reduced NRE costs, 
and quicker turnaroundand quicker turnaround
Therefore, the perTherefore, the per--unit cost is reasonable unit cost is reasonable 
for several hundreds to 100k unit for several hundreds to 100k unit 
production runsproduction runs
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Structured ASIC DisadvantagesStructured ASIC Disadvantages

Lack of adequate design toolsLack of adequate design tools
–– ExpensiveExpensive
–– Altered from traditional ASIC toolsAltered from traditional ASIC tools
These new architectures have not yet These new architectures have not yet 
been subject to formal evaluation and been subject to formal evaluation and 
comparative analysiscomparative analysis
–– Tradeoffs between 3Tradeoffs between 3--, 4, 4--, and 5, and 5--input input LUTLUT’’ss
–– Tradeoffs between sizes of distributed RAMTradeoffs between sizes of distributed RAM

Technology Comparison Technology Comparison 

Generally speakingGenerally speaking
–– 100:33:1 ratio between the number of gates in 100:33:1 ratio between the number of gates in 

a given area for standard cell a given area for standard cell ASICASIC’’ss, , 
structured structured ASICASIC’’ss, and , and FPGAFPGA’’ss, respectively, respectively

–– 100:75:15 ratio for performance (based on 100:75:15 ratio for performance (based on 
clock frequency)clock frequency)

–– 1:3:12 ratio for power1:3:12 ratio for power
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Design ToolsDesign Tools

Many companies are using existing standard Many companies are using existing standard 
cellcell--based CAD toolsbased CAD tools
–– They add product specific placement toolsThey add product specific placement tools
–– To maximize benefits, we need CAD tools designed To maximize benefits, we need CAD tools designed 

specifically for structured specifically for structured ASICASIC’’ss
–– Need updated algorithms to exploit the modularity of Need updated algorithms to exploit the modularity of 

structured structured ASICASIC’’ss
–– Clock aware designClock aware design

Need architectural evaluation and analysis toolsNeed architectural evaluation and analysis tools

Case Study: NEC ISSPCase Study: NEC ISSP
Problem FormulationProblem Formulation

PrefabricatedPrefabricated
–– Standard Cells, FlipStandard Cells, Flip--Flops, DSP, Memory and Flops, DSP, Memory and 

other IP (Intellectual Properties)other IP (Intellectual Properties)
–– Interconnects for modules, DFT circuit, and Interconnects for modules, DFT circuit, and 

clocksclocks

Physical Design (Placement) ProblemsPhysical Design (Placement) Problems
–– Modules are already embeddedModules are already embedded
–– Mapping problemMapping problem
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After Logical SynthesisAfter Logical Synthesis

Different clock signals for different groups Different clock signals for different groups 
of modules (of modules (FFsFFs))
Multiple clock signals in one chipMultiple clock signals in one chip
Must perform clockMust perform clock--aware placementaware placement

Embedded ClocksEmbedded Clocks

2 main clocks2 main clocks
–– Accessible from Accessible from 

anywhereanywhere
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Embedded ClocksEmbedded Clocks
8 local clocks8 local clocks
–– Chip divided Chip divided 

into 4 regionsinto 4 regions
–– 4 local clocks 4 local clocks 

can be can be 
assigned to assigned to 
each regioneach region

–– Region divided Region divided 
into 4 sub into 4 sub 
regionsregions –– Each Each subregionsubregion assigned 2 assigned 2 

local clockslocal clocks

More Clock Signals Needed?More Clock Signals Needed?

Use a custom layer to implement an Use a custom layer to implement an 
additional clock signaladditional clock signal
Custom layer is limited, so it many not be Custom layer is limited, so it many not be 
feasiblefeasible
Try to avoid this as much as possibleTry to avoid this as much as possible
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Assigning Clock SignalAssigning Clock Signal

Main/local clock assignmentMain/local clock assignment
–– Which clock should be the main clock?Which clock should be the main clock?
–– Which clock should be the local clock?Which clock should be the local clock?
Region clock assignmentRegion clock assignment
–– Which local clock should be assigned to each Which local clock should be assigned to each 

region?region?
Do we need a custom clock?Do we need a custom clock?
–– We generally do not want itWe generally do not want it
3 methods to solve this3 methods to solve this

Number Based HeuristicsNumber Based Heuristics
Method 1Method 1

Assign 2 most used clocks as main clocksAssign 2 most used clocks as main clocks
Other clocks are local clocksOther clocks are local clocks
Assign local clocks to Assign local clocks to subregionssubregions based based 
on I/O positionson I/O positions
Perform placement Perform placement 

May not be possibleMay not be possible
What about delay optimization?What about delay optimization?

Problems
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Placement Based Clock OptimizationPlacement Based Clock Optimization
Method 2Method 2

1.1. Perform placement without clock constrainsPerform placement without clock constrains
Based on interconnect delaysBased on interconnect delays

2.2. Clock assignment as result of step 1Clock assignment as result of step 1
Which clock should be the main clock?Which clock should be the main clock?
Which local clock should be assigned to each Which local clock should be assigned to each 
region?region?

3.3. Move violating Move violating FFsFFs to other regionsto other regions
4.4. Map Map FFsFFs to embedded positionsto embedded positions

Moving Moving FFsFFs to different regions will to different regions will 
drastically increase interconnect delaysdrastically increase interconnect delays
Huge performance lossHuge performance loss

Placement Based Clock OptimizationPlacement Based Clock Optimization
Method 2Method 2

Problems

How do we solve this?How do we solve this?
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Partition

Floorplanning

Placement

Design Flow from 1Design Flow from 1stst dayday

Routing

Extraction and 
Verification

FrontFront--endend
physical designphysical design

BackBack--endend
physical designphysical design

FloorplanningFloorplanning Based Clock OptimizationBased Clock Optimization
Method 3Method 3

Embedded Clock 
Constraint Violation

Done

Floorplanning
Not Using Embedded Clock Constraints

Circuit Partitioning
Consider Clock and Delay Domain

Regional Clock Assignment
Based on Current Floorplanning

Incremental Floorplanning
Use Embedded Clock Constraints

No

Yes
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In Structured In Structured ASICASIC’’ss

PartitioningPartitioning
–– Create clusters of cells and Create clusters of cells and FFsFFs based on based on 

clock, delay, and other constraintsclock, delay, and other constraints
FloorplanningFloorplanning
–– Assigning the clusters to each regionAssigning the clusters to each region

Incremental Incremental FloorplanningFloorplanning
–– Move violating Move violating FFsFFs to other regionsto other regions

With Partitioning and With Partitioning and FloorplanningFloorplanning

Less Less FFsFFs movedmoved
–– Less damage to performanceLess damage to performance

Method 1: Number-based heuristics
Method 2: Placement-based embedded clock optimization
Method 3: Floorplan-based embedded clock optimization
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ConclusionsConclusions

Enhancements should be made to existing Enhancements should be made to existing 
EDA tools to achieve a better performance EDA tools to achieve a better performance 
result on structured ASIC architecturesresult on structured ASIC architectures
The structured ASIC is a revolution to The structured ASIC is a revolution to 
businesses, but another evolution of ASIC businesses, but another evolution of ASIC 
implementationimplementation
The structured ASIC was developed to The structured ASIC was developed to 
bridge the gap between the FPGA and the bridge the gap between the FPGA and the 
Standard CellStandard Cell--based ASICbased ASIC
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